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Nature’s Basic Pattern 

          
Stamps: Nature’s Beauty, Gather Together, Perennial Birthday Ink: Soft Suede, Tuxedo Black, Pear 
Pizzazz, Old Olive, Pretty Peacock 
Cardstock:  Soft Suede, Very Vanilla  Accessories:  SNAIL, Medium Very Vanilla Envelopes,Glue 
Dots, Gathered Leaves Dies, Basic  Pattern Decorative Masks, Sponge Brayers, Noble Peacock 
Rhinestones, or Bird Ballad Trinkets, or Come to Gather Ribbon Combo,  
Measurements:  
Soft Suede card base: 8 ½” x 5 ½”, scored & folded at 4 ¼”   
Very Vanilla front and inside layers: 4” x 5 ¼”   
Stamping Tips:  
Ink deer stamp with Soft Suede ink, inking only the upper portion of the deer, leaving the legs not 
touching the ink pad. Stamp in center of vanilla layer. 
Ink only “wishing you” portion of “wishing you well” from Gather Together along edge of black ink pad. 
Stamp beside deer. 
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Cut a Post-it Note with the largest leaf die from the Gathered Leaves Dies to create a “mask” Position 
this mask over the stamped deer/greeting. Don’t worry is a little bit of the deer or greeting peeks out 
from behind the mask, just cover it the best you can. 
Lay the Basic Pattern Decorative mask over the entire vanilla layer. Hold in place with a Post-it Note 
or bits of washi tape. Use a sponge brayer to roll color over the mask, starting in the lower left corner 
with Pear Pizzazz, Old Olive across the middle, and Pretty Peacock across the upper right corner.  

 
Remove the brayered mask and the leaf mask. Adhere to card front with SNAIL, unless you are using 
the ribbon, then wrap the ribbon around the layer and tie in a bow or a knot before adhering to the 
card front. If you are adding a Noble Peacock Rhinestone, add it now. 

  
With a Bird Ballad Trinket added with a glue dot: 

 
 



 

 

Alternate color combo: Crushed Curry, Calypso Coral, Cajun Craze: 

 
Stamp sentiment from Perennial Birthday on remaining vanilla layer with black ink. Stamp foliage with 
Pretty Peacock and Old Olive. Adhere inside card with SNAIL. 

 
Stamp the front and flap of your envelope to match the card as desired. 


